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Given two von Neumann algebras d c 9 we study the relation between the 
existence of an interpolating type I factor X, namely & c.F c 9, the implemen- 
tability of the flip automorphism of &B-W’ by a unitary in 9 @ 9, and the 
statistical independence of & and 9’ (58 and 9’ generate a V-tensor product). 
As an application in Q.F.T. we derive in a natural way a structure theorem of 
Buchholz for the von Neumann algebras of local observables associated to free 
fields. 
The flip automorphism of the tensor product of a von Neumann algebra 
with itself has received increasing attention in these last years and has 
proven to be a powerful tool for the investigation of structure properties of 
the algebra. 
Sakai showed in [l] that the flip symmetry is inner iff the von Neumann 
algebra is a type I factor. Later Connes [2] proved, as a crucial step in his 
classification of factors, that the flip automorphism on a II, factor is approx- 
imately inner iff the factor is hyperfinite. 
In this note, partly motivated by the analysis of the net structure for 
algebras of local observables, we consider a generalized version of Sakai’s 
result where we deal with a couple of von Neumann algebras J/ c 9 and we 
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require that the flip of J/ @J/ be implemented by a unitary in .9? 0 59. 
Under very general circumstances (but not always, cf. Corollary 1) this will 
entail the existence of a type I factor jr such that d cjr c 9. In 
particular, we obtain a three-lines proof of Sakai’s theorem. 
The existence of interpolating type I factors is clearly equivalent to the 
request that ~8’ V 9’ is naturally spatially isomorphic to n,(d) @ rc2(.5?‘) 
for some normal faithful representations YT,, n, of &’ and 9, respectively. 
On the other hand we shall see that the right request o consider for d and 
9’ to generate a tensor product is not that the flip of J @ &’ is 
implemented by a unitary in 9 @ 9’ but a weaker notion that we shall 
briefly indicate by saying that the flip is quasi-s-inner (Definition 1). Indeed 
this condition is also equivalent to the demand that there exists a type I 
factor F such that &’ @ 1 c X c 9 @ 9(Z). 
We recall now the physical context and motivation for this kind of 
structure. It has been conjectured by Borchers and shown by Buchholz in 
[3], in the free field case, the existence of type I factors interpolating, as 
above, for the von Neumann algebras associated to bounded regions. The 
connection with the flip automorphism is here represented by the observation 
that the SO(2) symmetry acts on the tensor product of the field with itself 
and can be useful to derive Buchholz result. 
This approach was first suggested in [4]; see also 151. In the last section 
we shall give a short account of this approach which is hopefully applicable 
in a more general frame. 
1. GENERAL THEORY 
Without further explicit mentioning, we shall always assume our von 
Neumann algebras to act on a separable Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION 1. Let J c 9 be von Neumann algebras and a E aut(&) 
an automorphism of J. We shall say that a is 9-inner if there is a unitary 
r.4 E 9 implementing a. 
We shall say that a is quasi-5inner if there exist projections 
e,, e, E J/’ A 9 with central cover c(e,) = I in J’ A 9, and a partial 
isometry 2, E 9, V*V = e,, UV* = e, such that 
a(a)e, = u *au, UEd. 
If 9’ is a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space Z, we shall 
denote by .# the von Neumann algebra 9 @ 9 acting on X0X and by 
o9 E aut@) the flip automorphism determined by a& @ b) = b @ a, 
a,bE9. 
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An easy but (here) important remark is that the flip u3 is ~-inner if X is 
a type I factor containing 9’. In fact, changing representation, this would 
mean that us is spatial which is always the case. We shall use this fact 
without any further mention. 
We shall denote by S’ V 9 the von Neumann algebra generated by the 
algebras &‘, 9. 
LEMMA 1. Let J c 9 c 0 be von Neumann algebras and &E aut(d) 
an automorphism of & which is q-inner. Assume the existence of a faithful 
family 8 of conditional expectations of Q onto 9, in the sense that b E e, 
e(b) = 0, VE E B * b = 0. Then a is quasi-.9-inner. 
Proof. Let u E $F be a unitary implementing a on zf and E E B such 
that E(U) # 0 and put t = E(U) E 9. Since a(a)u = ua we have 
a(a)t = ta, aEd, 
hence 
t*a(a) = at*, aE&, 
and 
t*ta = t*a(a)t = at*t; 
thus t*t E ~4’ A 9. Let t = vh be the polar decomposition of t, then 
hE& A,%, hence a(a)vh=vha=vah. We have e, -v*v, e,rvv* E 
&’ A9 and 
a(a)v = va, a(a)e2 = vav *, aEd. (1) 
Let c(e,) be the central cover of e, in zf’ A 9. Let fi = 1 - c(e,); if f, # 0, 
choose E’ E 8’ such that d(uf,) = e’(u)fi # 0; since a(a)u = ua, we have 
a(a) &‘(u)fl = d(u)afl = d(u)f, a. 
Let s = s’(u)f, + 0; then v*sa = v*a(a)s = av*s, a E M’, hence 
v*s E ,d’ A 9 and 
f,v*s=O*v*s=v*sf,=O*ee,s=O 
therefore, if w is the phase of s, we have w*w <f, , ww* < 1 - e2. Then 
v’ = v + w E 9 is a partial isometry such that 
a(a)v’ = v/a(a), aE&, 
and c(v’*v’) strictly dominates c(er). By an application of Zorn’s lemma we 
may thus assume c(e,) = 1. By repeating the argument for v* we may also 
assume c(eJ = 1 in (1). I 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 1 that every automorphism a of a von 
Neumann algebra J-X?’ c 9(8F”) is quasi-9(R)-inner, namely, there exist 
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projections e, , e, E &’ with central cover 1 such that ae, + ae, becomes 
spatial in the representation &= ; this is due to the fact that a @ id is spatial 
in A?@27 
In particular, if & is a factor, we obtain a proof that every involutory 
automorphism of d is spatial since we may repeat the argument on 4, +) 
and apply Zorn’s lemma. This fact follows easily from classical theorems, 
see [6, 71. 
THEOREM 1. Let &’ c 9 be von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert 
space 2’. The following are equivalent: 
(i) The map a@b’+ab’ aE&, b’E9, extends to an 
isomorphism of &’ @ 9’ onto & V 9. 
(ii) There exists a type I factor ST such that JS? @ 1 CF c 
9 @ 9(X), dim .X = CD. 
(iii) The& automorphism cI E aut(d) is quasi-g-inner. 
Proof: (i) + (ii) Let q be an isomorphism of A?’ V 9’ with &’ @ 9’ 
such that q(d) = & @I and ~(3’) = 1 @ 2’. Then the ampliation q @ id: 
(&’ V 2%“) @ I,+ (& @ 9’) @ 1, is a spatial isomorphism [6] and 
q@id(&@ 1)=&a 10 1 =&@ l,,o,l, 
~@id(9@3(X))=(~@id(.9’@ l))‘= [l@S’@ 11’ 
=.qGr)@9@9(3). 
Let ST= (q @ id)-‘(S(X)@ 10 l), then jr satisfies the required 
property. (Note that ST’ A 9 @39(X) also contains a. type I factor 
isomorphic to 9(R)). 
(ii) * (iii) Let u = uJdg, be the flip of JT; then u is Y @ F-inner, 
henceforth u is Bm)- inner. Let a be the canonical automorphism of 
39(~@2’@0?~2F’) exchanging 10 9(z) @ 10 1 with 10 1 0 
A?(X) @ 1. Then uddol and uM @ id are conjugate by a, therefore uJ @ id E 
aut@ 0 1 @ 1) is 9 @ z&%$inner. Since there is a faithful family of 
conditional expectations of 3 @ 9z) onto 2; condition (iii) follows by 
Lemma 1. 
(iii) * (i) Let v E 9 be a partial isometry such that u&(a) = v*av, 
a E 2, where e, = v*v, e2 = vv* are projections of 3 A 9 with central 
cover 1 in 2’ A 9. Let & be the range of ei and define a map 
p, : Ax? v 9’ + v *(d @ 9’)v (x, 
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PI@) = u*t1 0 t)u Ix,, rEdV9’; 
pi is an isomorphism of -4 V 9’ onto its range, in fact it is composed by the 
following isomorphisms 
t+l@t (amplication), 
+ (1 0 f)l.iP2 (l-l reduction, since c(e) = I), 
+ u*uo t)u I,& (spatial isomorphism). 
Now for any a E JS?, b’ E 9’ we have 
p,(ab’) = v*(l @ ab’)v l,r, = u*(l @a) uy*(l @ b’)u j,z, 
= 0A 0 aIt1 0 b’) lb, = (a 0 b’) lz’,. 
Since the reduction p2 : 2 V 3’ -+ 2 V 2’ IX is an isomorphism, the map 
p;’ o p, is the desired isomorphism. 1 
Remark. It can be proved by classical arguments that condition (i) of 
Theorem 1 is equivalent o the existence of a normal state o of JZ?’ V 9’ with 
central support 1, such that w(ab’) = w(a) w(b’) a E d, b E 9’ (cf. [8]). 
2. SPATIAL THEORY 
We have to consider the following elementary lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let & c 9 be uon Neumann algebras. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists a type I factor F such that JZY c .F c 9. 
(ii) There exist faithful normal representations 7c, of J&’ and 7c2 of 9’ 
such that the map n: ab’ -+ n,(a) @ x,(b’) a E J@‘, b’ E 9, extends to a 
spatial isomorphism of J/ V 9’ with K,(M) @ ~~(9). 
Proof (i) * (ii) is clear. 
(ii) * (i) Let u be a unitary implementing Q and let Sr = 
u(9(2’) @ I)u*; then J CF c 9 and .F is a type I factor. ! 
COROLLARY 1 (to Theorem 1). Let S/ c 39 be uon Neumann algebras 
and assume that (TV E aut(g) is quasi-s-inner. If one of the following 
holds: 
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(i) &=9, 
(ii) xf’ A 23 is properly infinite, 
(iii) -&’ A 9 is in a standard form, 
(iv) ~4 and 9 are factors, 
(v) either xf or 9 is a factor and both J/ and 59 have no type I 
direct summand, 
(vi) either M’ or 9 is type III, 
Then there exists a type I factor .F such that & c ST c 9. 
ProoJ (i) If J./ = 9, J is a factor, in fact if 2 E J/ A &’ is a 
projection, then by Theorem 1 (ii) z( 1 - z) = 0 implies L = 0 or z = 1. Thus 
& V d’ = 9(R). Again by Theorem 1 (ii) ~4 0 &” is a type I factor, thus 
3? is a type I factor. 
(ii) Since ~4’ A 9 is properly infinite also 9 is properly infinite. It 
follows that & V 9’ and & @ .8’ both have properly infinite commutants 
(equal, respectively, to ,d’ A 9 and xY’ @ .9), thus the isomorphism 
z: &’ @ 9’ + d V 9’, given by Theorem l(i) is spatial. An application of 
Lemma 2 gives the desired interpolating type I factor. 
(iii) Let 7ri , x2 be standard representations of & and 9’, respectively. 
Since M” A 9 is in a standard form, the natural isomorphism of M’ V 9’ 
with ni(&‘) @ ~~(9’) is spatial, thus we can apply again Lemma 2. 
(vi) If ~4 or 9 is type III, then & @ 9’ is type III hence the 
isomorphism &’ V 9 --t J/ @ 9’ is spatial. 
(iv) If X/ and 9 are factors, then every faithful normal representation 7c 
ofd@9’ decomposes as II=x,@x~, where 7~~ and n2 are faithful normal 
representations of & and 9’, respectively, due to the following reason: 
Without loss of generality we can assume that & and 9 are semifinite 
(since isomorphisms between type III factors are always spatial) and 
n(t) = te, where e is a projection of (& @ 3’)’ (n is the product of an 
ampliation, a unitary equivalence and a reduction). Let 7, and 72 be the trace 
of J&” and 9, respectively, and choose projections p E d’, 4 E 9 such that 
71 @ 7,(p 0 q) = 7,(p) z2(q) = tl @ r2(e). Then e is equivalent to p @ q in 
J’ 0 9 and x = n, @x2, where nl(a) = ap, n,(b’) = b’q a E ~4, b’ E 9’ 
as desired. By Lemma 2 we are done. 
(v) By extending the argument given in (iv) by means of the extended 
center-valued traces, we may check that even in this case every normal 
faithful representations II of & @ 9’ decomposes as n = n, @ rr2. 1 
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3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. There exist von Neumann algebras ~4 c 9, with d a 
factor, such that uJ/ is g-inner but there is no type I factor .7 with 
dcFc.59. 
Proof: Let M be a type II, factor acting on a Hilbert space Z and p: 
&-+ 9’(Z) a normal representation of A, given by a reduction a --t ae, 
e E M’ such that p does not extend to any type I factor .M c F c 9(X). 
This is the case if M and p(M) have finite commutants and the coupling 
constants of J’ and p(M) have irrational ratio. Let J/ = {a @ p(a), a E A) 
and 9 =.5?(R) @ 9(X). Suppose that ST is a type I factor with 
&‘csTc3 and let p=l@O; then the map tp+t(l-p) is an 
isomorphism between the type I factors Fp and .F(l - p) which extends p, 
which is not possible by construction. We have now to show that (TV is B- 
inner. We must exhibit a unitary 
such that ~(a @ p(a) @ b 0 p(b)) u * = b @ p(b) @ Q @ p(a), namely 
u,aOp(b)u,h =bOp(a), 
w(a) 0 W = p(b) 0 a, 
u,P(a)OP(b)u,* =P@)OP(a)* 
We may choose for U, and u, the unitary giving the standard implementation 
for the flip. The existence of u2 follows if we show that a @p(b) --) p(a) @ b 
is a spatial isomorphism of J @ p(M) onto p(d) @J (the flip is always 
spatial); since this isomorphism is given by tlOe --) t,@,, c E J @,rU, it is 
spatial since 1 @ e and e 0 1 are equivalent in 4’ 0 A’ (k’ is a factor). 
The existence of uj follows analogously. 0 
EXAMPLE 2. There exist von Neumann algebras J c 9 such that Us is 
quasi-g-inner but (TV is not s-inner. 
ProoJ The construction is similar to that exhibited in Example 1 except 
that we choose as M a type II, von Neumann algebra with nontrivial center. 
Again d = {a @p(a), a EM} and .9 =3’(X) @ 9(X). Now the 
projections 1 @ e and e @ 1 are no longer equivalent in M’ @A’, thus u& 
is not B-inner. However, JZZ’ and 9’ obviously generate the tensor product 
& @ 9’, thus uJ is quasi-2-inner. [ 
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To summarize the logical dependence of the various concepts that we have 
introduced we give a concluding diagram: 
XT- v 9’ r 7r1(d) @ 7T2(9’) (naturally spatially isomorphic, some 
0 Xl 9 7%) 
3 type I factor ,7 with ~4 c R c 3 
u-f% 
(T& is S?-inner 
u-f+ 
Us is quasi-&inner 
0 
3 type I factor .Y with d@ 1 cjrc.5Y@O(X’) 
0 
S&?V9’Ed-@9 (naturally isomorphic). 
4. THE FREE FIELD 
In this section we shall deal with an example which is at the same time the 
motivation for Theorem 1; namely, we shall consider the local algebras of 
the free massive scalar field (the massless case reduces to this case by local 
normality). i We refer to [9, lo] for basic properties and standard notations. 
We denote by Q(f), f E Y(IR4) the field which acts on the Fock space X 
and by A?(O) = {eioc’, f E Y(R4), suppf c 0)” the von Neumann algebra 
associated to the double cone 0 c R4. If the double cone 0 has basis /i on 
the time zero hyperplane, then 2(O) = B!(A), where S’(A) is the von 
Neumann algebra analogously generated by the time zero fields cp(f) and 
momenta ;rtdf), f E Y( R “). 
We consider the field Q(J) = Q,(J) + Q2( f ), where @i(J) = Q(J) @I 
and Q*(f) = Z@ Q(J), which generates the local algebras .5?‘(O) = 
S(O) 0 S’(O), and let pi, xi (i = 1,2) be the time zero fields and momenta 
of Qi. 
Let us consider the transformation for @ determined by 
f-da)Af)) = ~0s %(f) + sin &z(f>7 
addf)) = -sin hdf) + cos f%(f), BER 
and analogous expressions for 71,) rc2. 
The quantum analog of the Noether theorem suggests that the generator of 
’ The same applies to any locally Fock theory like P(Q)*. 
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this transformation is given by the zeroth component of the conserved 
current 
And indeed we have Theorem 2. 
We shall denote by g9 c Z the space of finite particle vectors with wave 
functions in Y(R3), and by H the free Hamiltonian. 
THEOREM 2. Let .fE %(R3) and Jdf> = I b*(x) n,(x) - 
cp,(x> G)l.f( x 1 d x which is a well-defined Hermitian quadratic form on 
(gy @ gy) x (g9 @ g9); let g E gR(R), g > 0 with I g(t) dt = 1, then 
(i) JCr, g) = J” g(t) j,(J) dt, where j,(f) = e”“jdf) eeit* is given by an 
essentially self-adjoint operator still denoted, as well as its closure, by Jdf, g). 
(ii) If supp f is contained in a spherical region A and 
supp g c [-r, t], then e “J(fPs) E &(A,), /1, = {x E R3, dist(x, A) < t}. 
(iii) a,(A) = eieJcf*g)Ae- ieJ(f7g), A E&?(A) if f(x) = 1 for x Eli,, 
SUPP g = [-5371. 
ProoJ (i) By a standard procedure, after defining J(f, g) as a quadratic 
form on (GZ9 0 ka,) X (CSy 0 gy), we check that Jdr; g) is given by a 
Hermitian operator. The outline of the argument is the following: expanding 
the integrand of J(S, g) in terms of annihilation and creation operators, we 
obtain a sum of terms of the form T,,, = s w(k, p) a+(k) a”(p) dk dp, where 
both a*s can be independently either a or a*; then we check that all the w’s 
belong to L’(lR 6), except possibly the terms corresponding to a*a or aa * 
which are kernels of bounded operators, and we apply the argument of [ 10, 
Theorem X.441 through the estimates ]](N + I)-“‘J(g)(N + 1)-l’* 11 < co, 
where N is the number operator. A direct calculation then show that 
g., @ CZY consists of analytic vectors for J(f, g) which is therefore essen- 
tially self-adjoint. Notice that we can also obtain the estimate 
ll(N+I)-“‘[Jdf g),N](N+I)-“*(I < co which implies CS(jY; g))Ig(N) 
(cf. [lo, 11)). 
(ii) Let us compute the commutatiori relations of Jv, g) with the fields 
and momenta. If h E CZ(R3) we have 
[JCL g>, rp,@)l = -~,W,,,hh 
[Jdf, g), M)l = --7~2@4&)9 
[Jdf g), rp,(h)l = c~&‘$,h)~ 
[JU g)v M)l = ~Wmh)~ 
where M, is the multiplications operator by f, M,,g is the multiplication 
sso/s l/3-8 
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operator by j g(f) V,MfV;’ dt, and Vf is the time evolution on the solutions 
of the equations of motion. Then it is easy to check that if supp g c [-t, r], 
suppf c ,4 the kernel of h4r,p, M,,(x, r) vanishes if d(x,A) > 7 or 
d(y, A) > t. That is, M,,gh = 0 if d(supph, A) > r or d(supp h, A,) > 0. Then 
eieJ(f.k9eirp/(h)e -iW(f.g) =ei~j(h) , j = 1, 2 if d(supp h, A,) > 0, that is, eieJoqg) E
3(/i,) since the net 5%(O) satisfies duality [9]. 
(iii) Since the current is conserved we can derive that Mr.g(x, y) is 
independent of g if d(x, supp V’) > 7 or d(y, supp V’) > r, where 
supp g c [-r, r]. It is then sufficient o fixf(x) = 1 if x E (supp h), to obtain 
vu g>9 cpI@)l =-P*(h) and the other analogous expressions. Then by 
means of the “multiple commutator” formula [ 121. 
we obtain 
eieJ(f.8)eiscp/(h)eieJ(f,g) = ae(eis~jUt)), 8E IF?, j= 1,2; 
thus a, can be extended to an automorphism of B(A). 1 
Consider two double cones 0, c 0, with basis A,, A, fix a function 
f E G?,r(lR3) such that f(x) = 1 on (A i)*, r such that (supp f), c A,. Then 
ein’Y(f7g) E &(supp f ),) c ,@(O,) and implements on $(O,) the 
automorphism 
%I2 @ 
imdh)) = e-irpz(h) 
supphcn,, am12@ 
idh)) = eicpl(h) (*) 
and analogous expressions for the conjugate momenta. Formula (*) extends 
to general elements of the form Z@A with A E G’(O,) and Z @ B with 
B E .5?(0,)’ giving 
a,,,V@A)=A 01, A E qo,), 
a,,,(Z 0 B) = Z 0 B, B E LZ(0,)‘. 
By Theorem 1 ((i) + (ii)) applicable here with .M = .5?(0,) and 9 = .%‘(O,), 
we have an isomorphism of s(O,) V A’(0,)’ with 5P(O,) @ s(O,)’ since 
all the conditions (except (i)) of Corollary 1 are satisfied we have 
THEOREM 3 (Buchholz [3]). For any two double cones 0, c 0, as 
above there is a type I factor X such that S?(O,) c Sr c 9(0,). 
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Note added in proof: Since the paper was completed, new techniques have been developed 
and many interesting results have been obtained in the subject. Among others we mention the 
following: 
S. Doplicher and R. Longo (“Local Aspects of Superselection Rules II,” Commun. Math. 
Phys., to appear) derived the existence of a local implementation of the gauge automorphisms 
through the construction of an interpolating type I factor canonically associated by the 
vacuum vector to pairs of local algebras in QFT. The rich mathematical structure which 
emerges has been analyzed in detail by the same authors (Standard and Split Inclusions of 
von Neumann Algebras, preprint) and further applications in QFT have been found. 
C. D’Antoni and K. Fredenhagen (Charges in Spacelike Cones, preprint) proved the analog 
of our Theorem 2 for algebras associated to spacelike cones and discussed the approximation 
of the global charges by the local ones in free fields. 
D. Buchholz (private communication) derived the existence of interpolating type I factors in 
QFT from a general principle of physical interest. 
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